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TIGER 
TRAIL
RANU IS FOLLOWING  
KAMRITA’S PAWSTEPS

A L S O     I N S I D E 

CRUCIAL WORK YOU’LL  
SUPPORT THIS YEAR

PUTTING TIGERS  ON THE MAPKEEP NATURE  ALIVE

FRAGRANT 
FELINES

It’s been said that 
tiger urine smells 
like buttered  
popcorn

Tigers are able to 
catch prey at least 
five times their  
own weight

HEFTY 
HAUL

HORSEY 
HELLO

When tigers  
greet each other they 
make a soft call, a bit 
like the snorting of 
a horse
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Tigers are amazing, and thanks to work  
you help fund, we’re learning more about them. Share 

these fascinating facts with your  
friends and family and maybe they’ll want  

to adopt an animal too! 



 

A large deer  
can provide a tiger 
with a week’s 
food.

of her two young cubs. We’re quite concerned 
about this, as Ranu’s cubs are less than a  
year old and still totally reliant on their 
mother for food and protection. 

This was Ranu’s first litter of cubs, and sadly, 
we have to face the fact that they may not 
have survived, which unfortunately does 
sometimes happen in the wild. I know you’ll 
share our sadness at Ranu’s loss, but I hope 
you’ll be reassured to know that this beautiful 
tigress is still okay. She’s a young, healthy 
female, so there’s every chance she’ll go on to 
have lots more cubs in the future and we can 
put our disappointment behind us.  
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YOUR NEXT UPDATE 
>> Look out for more enthralling news about  
Kamrita, Ranu and the crucial work you’re helping 
to support.

STAYING POSITIVE

When things like this happen it makes us 
more determined than ever to protect wild 
tigers and ensure their numbers can increase. 
With as few as 3,890 thought to be left in the 
wild, these incredible animals need all the 
help they can get. Adopters like you make our 
work possible, and you can be proud of the 
important part you’re playing in building a 
better future for Kamrita, Ranu and all their 
fellow tigers. Thank you.

We left the camera traps in place for a month, 
and they took over 11,000 images – which is a 
lot to look through! As well as the magnificent 
tigers, we were pleased to find lots of pictures 

Tigress Kamrita is lying low in her new home,  
but daughter Ranu is hot on her tail!

Told you that Kamrita had upped sticks 
and moved away from the territory she 
usually shares with her grown-up female 

cub, Ranu. Hoping to learn more, we set up 
camera traps in all their favourite haunts. 

FOLLOW THE LEADER

After just two days we were thrilled to find 
photos of Ranu. We were also very intrigued  
to discover that they were taken not far from  
where we think Kamrita is now living. Could  
it be that Ranu is now following her mother? 

Another puzzling thing is that Ranu was 
photographed alone. We checked the camera 
traps carefully, but there were no pictures  

Compiled by Sabita  
Malla from WWF-Nepal’s  
tiger team, whose  
work your adoption  
helps support 

Ranu

 YOUR FIELD
 REPORT

DID YOU 
KNOW? 

      Adopters like you make our work  
possible, and you can be proud of the  
important part you’re playing in building  
a better future for Kamrita, Ranu  
and all their fellow tigers

G

Photo strip:  
Some of the camera 
trap images 

From left to right:  
A magnificent tiger,  
hog deer, wild boar, 
sloth bear, tiger on  
the prowl, the cute  
tiger selfie

Above: Park staff  
prepare for a  
monitoring patrol
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of animals they prey on, such as  
chital deer and wild boar. 

Although Kamrita failed to show,  
we did get photos of 14 individual  
tigers, including Ranu. There were nine adults 
and five cubs of various ages. One curious 
youngster peered right into the camera trap, 
as if taking a selfie! I hope you like the cheeky 
photo. 
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The AWE-inspiring view from the top of 
a mountain. A walk in silent woods. An 
unexpected encounter with a wild animal. 
These are the moments that make us feel 
truly alive

KEEP 
NATURE 
ALIVE

oday, more and more of us are able 
to experience moments like these 

- because nature is living and thriving 
again in pockets of protected land across 
Europe. But this progress is under 
threat, because the laws that protest 
these places could be weakened.

Here at Hong Kong, though we don’t 
have tigers in the wild, we do treasure 
your support and you are making a 
difference to our world, helping the 
endangered tigers and their habitats. 
Thank you!

We need your continue support, as we 
don’t want to lose the rich, beautiful, 
living nature we love.

T
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TIGER TIMELINE
Enjoy a fascinating glimpse into decades of tiger 
conservation, courtesy of our colleagues at WWF-Nepal 

e couldn’t wait to get our paws on this 
enthralling tiger timeline. It was created 

to mark last year’s World Tiger Day and records 
all kinds of amazing events from the 1950s to 
2015, including WWF’s creation in 1961, the 
establishment of Chitwan National Park in 1973 
– home to Kamrita and the launch of the Global 
Tiger Recovery Plan in 2010. 

Nepal’s tiger timeline is a purr-fect way to 
discover key facts about tigers and our vital work to help protect 
these incredible big cats. You can explore it now at: 

wwf.org.uk/tigertimeline
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YOU COULD HELP  
SUPPORT YOUNG 
VOLUNTEERS
These dedicated young  
people work in local villages 
to help raise awareness  
about wild tigers and the 
threats they face.

YOU COULD HELP 
STRENGTHEN ANTI-
POACHING MEASURES
By enabling community-
based anti-poaching teams 
across the Terai Arc to 
come together and share 
information. 

YOU COULD  
HELP IMPROVE  
THE PROTECTION  
OF TIGERS 
Such as funding work to 
strengthen coordination 
between Nepal and its 
neighbouring countries.

T      GETHERWe did it!

support will do in 2016

7

CHITWAN 
NATIONAL 

PARK

YOU HELPED PROVIDE 
ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT 

YOU HELPED PROTECT  
VITAL TIGER HABITAT

YOU HELPED FUND 
CRUCIAL MONITORING

Thanks to your adoption, we can continue to protect  
tigers and their habitat. Here are some of the grrreat 
achievements adopters like you supported last year

Thanks to your support the 
field teams received new 
camera traps which provide 
important evidence of tiger 
numbers and behaviour.

Thanks to you, we worked 
to safeguard an important 
wildlife corridor between 
Chitwan National Park in  
Nepal and Valmiki Tiger 
Reserve in India.

With your help, the teams 
carried out regular patrols  
and monitored the  
camera traps to learn  
more about Kamrita  
and her fellow tigers. 

Now take 
a peek at

 what you
r continu

ed
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You support crucial tiger monitoring

 . BANGLADESH

 . THAILAND

 .MALAYSIA

 . INDONESIA

RUSSIA

NEPAL .
INDIA

CHINA

MYANMAR .

Tiger numbers  
known  
Tiger numbers  
unknown  
Not applicable
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 . BHUTAN

Last year, Bhutan revealed that it’s  
home to around 100 wild tigers, which 
is a welcome increase from the previous 
estimate of 75. This puts the country on 

the list of tiger champions along with Nepal, 
India, Russia and Bangladesh. All of these 
countries have carried out national surveys 
to gain a clearer picture of tiger numbers.

Bhutan’s results came days after  
Bangladesh released figures from its first 
national tiger survey, which also found 
around 100 wild tigers. Although this is a 
lower number than previously estimated, 
it’s likely that improved survey methods 
provided a much more accurate result. 

Essential insight
It’s vital that all tiger countries 
systematically count their tigers, because 
unless they do, they could be losing tigers 
to poachers without knowing it. With clear 
evidence of tiger numbers and locations,  
the most effective protection measures  
can be put in place. Yet as you can see from 
the map, many countries in south-east  
Asia still haven’t taken this step. 

We’ll continue to push for all tiger countries 
to systematically count their tigers, and  
it’s great to know you’re supporting our 
efforts through your adoption.

Tiger numbers are up in Bhutan, but we’re  
pushing for more South-East Asian tiger  
countries to conduct national surveys

CRUCIAL
COUNT
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Tigers are amazing, and thanks to work  
you help fund, we’re learning more about them. Share 

these fascinating facts with your  
friends and family and maybe they’ll want  

to adopt an animal too! 


